
Global Data Center
Design and Construction

exyte.net

All services for data center projects from a single source
Exyte combines 20 years of data center experience with a focus on 
cloud, hyperscale, colocation, and edge data center business. Our 
experienced specialists develop ‘state-of-the-art’ solutions for 
clients’ facilities – from consulting, concept, and design to full 
turnkey project realization.  Exyte has a clear focus on time-to-
market, while providing cost and quality advantages to our clients.

Established  and reliable global/regional/local supply chain
Experience in energy and cost efficient DTC solutions (LEED)
Intimate knowledge of uptime and security requirements

Meeting current and future requirements 
Execution and technology leadership across all regions
Global knowledge base of advanced data center Design & Constr.
Strong expertise in integrated A/E-P-CM-PM project approach
Work package approach to streamline schedule



Intergrated Project Delivery
Offering services for the entire value chain 

exyte.net
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Global Business Unit Data Centers
Email: info.dtc@exyte.net
Phone: +49-(0)711-8804 1461
Web: www.exyte.net/datacenters 

 
Our design and construction delivery teams have delivered over 800 MW of data center infrastructure worldwide and Exyte has become a 
go-to-company for global data center projects. The cost and schedule requirements of our clients drive Exyte’s development of industry 
leading innovative solutions for award-winning data center concepts like modular solutions, multi-tiered data center environments, and 
high-density concepts.  

About Exyte
Exyte is a global leader in the design, engineering, and delivery of facilities for high-tech industries. With a history of more than 100 years, 
the company has developed a unique expertise in controlled and regulated environments. Exyte has a truly global footprint, serving the 
most technically demanding clients in markets such as semiconductors, batteries, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and data centers. The 
company offers a full range of services from consulting to the managing of turnkey solutions – delivered to the highest quality and safety 
standards. Solving the most complex challenges, Exyte forges trusted, long-lasting relationships with its clients. In 2020, Exyte generated 
sales of EUR 4.1 billion with around 4,900 highly experienced and motivated employees. 


